Presenting with Remote Control

**On the projector**

1) Connect the blue VGA Cable and “USB Type B” cable (black wire with blue head and screws)

2) Connect the power adapter to bottom left

**On the laptop**

3) For Map laptop, connect the miniDisplay to VGA adapter to the laptop on the left side, then connect the blue VGA cable to the adapter

4) For PC laptop, connect the blue VGA cable directly to the laptop. No adapter is needed.

5) Connect the USB cable to the laptop on the left side as well
**After wiring is setup.**

Point the remote at the projector for the following steps:

1) Select Menu (located on the bottom left side of the remote)
2) Look at projecting screen and scroll down to Extended
3) Hit the right arrow bottom on the remote.
4) Scroll down to USB type B
5) Press Enter (located in the middle of the arrow buttons)
6) Scroll Down to Wireless Mouse
7) Press Enter
8) Press Menu-this removes the menu from the display

Look at your computer:

1) Open your presentation in PowerPoint
2) Go into presentation mode in PowerPoint
3) Click the “mirror show” located in the top right of the PowerPoint window for setting for two displays
4) Click from start
5) On the remote press enter to move forward
6) To move backward-Press esc and scroll using the arrows and click previous.